In this paper, an Administrable Shortcut Transmission (AST) scheme in two-hop relay networks which enables two Subscriber Stations (SSs) within the same Relay Station (RS) communicate directly via RS's forwarding has been investigated. The scenario of AST scheme in two-hop relay networks and a path selection algorithm based on the minimum slot number with AST scheme are put forward. The simulation results show that the system performance is improved significantly with the increase of the probability of AST scheme taken into account. Therefore, AST scheme could be a potential technology for improving system performance in next generation wireless networks.
Introduction
In order to achieve high-speed and low-cost broadband wireless access (BWA), IEEE 802.16 working group had working on mobile multi-hop relay (MMR) standard since 2005. Applying relay stations (RSs) to traditional network is a good solution to coverage expansion and capacity enhancement [1] . However, due to the fast increase of the user's traffic demanding, the next generation wireless networks (NGWNs) such as the evolution of 802.16m based WiMAX and LTE-Advanced face the demanding of higher data rate, higher spectral efficiency and larger coverage. Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technology is the most typical multiple access mode at physical layer in NGWNs. Therefore, how to obtain the potential gains of coverage and capacity for NGWNs is very valuable which should be paid much attention. In wireless relay networks, RS can achieve throughput enhancement and coverage expansion mainly due to the two technologies: spatial reuse and multi-hop transmission. Spatial reuse means that several RSs share the same system resource simultaneously; while the multi-hop transmission means that the single hop link base station (BS) ->SS under poor channel condition could be replaced by multi-hop links BS->RS->SS (BS->RS is called relay link, and RS->SS is called access link) under good channel conditions. In the framework of current networks defined by 802.16 standards, two SSs communicate with each other through BS's forwarding no matter how far they are. Obviously it is an inefficient way for two SSs attached to the same RS communicating with each other especially when the number of RSs in a cell is large. If all communications should go through the BS's air interface, the capacity of the cell is bounded by the throughput the BS could provide. If the data part of the two SSs attached to the same RS could communicate with each other through the RS's forwarding, then the load of BS's air interface will be decreased dramatically, and we call this communication mode as AST mode, as shown in Figure 1 . Figure  1(b) shows the communication paths using AST scheme. The red dotted line denotes the signaling path and the black solid line denotes the data path. It is emphasized that even in Figure  1 (b), the network is administrable and the control and management signaling is the same as that in Figure 1(a) , except for few additional signaling for AST scheme. Since the data path needs not pass through the BS's air interface any more in AST scheme, the telecom operator or the related management department may be worried about the accounting and safety problems. Therefore, we should declare that the management of the data transmissions, accounting can be solved by RS's periodical reports. The only difference is that the granularity of accounting in AST scheme is probably little larger than that in traditional schemes. AST scheme may influence the path selection in current network. Path selection algorithms in relay network have been researched a lot. Three classical routing criteria, i.e. distance, path loss and SINR are investigated in [2] , where distance metric is the simplest but has the worst performance. Path loss metric taking into account the shadow fading has a better performance compared with the distance metric. Relatively SINR metric has the best performance. However these algorithms only consider user data rate as the object, but do not evaluate the resource utilization and the QoS of users. A link capacity metric of path selection was proposed in [3] . The link capacity can be calculated according to the SINR level of adaptive modulation and coding (AMC) mode and the available bandwidth. Link capacity metric is a good metric which can reflect the quality of the link. However, the available resource for SS in relay networks depends on the allocation scheme and schedule algorithms. A link cost index has been defined in [4, 5] . The link cost index in [4] considers both the link capacity and the link delay, while in [5] , it integrates the link efficiency and load, which maximizes the slot efficiency and eases the congestion of the network. Reference [6] and [7] put forward a minimum slot number metric in path selection which closely integrated the schedule algorithms. Currently there is little research on AST scheme in relay networks. This paper intends to propose an AST scheme and a path selection algorithm which can achieve higher spectral efficiency with lower cost. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The implementation scenario of AST scheme in relay networks is proposed in section II, and the change of the path selection algorithm in two-hop relay network is analyzed. In section III, the influence of the AST scheme for the system performance is evaluated among four path selection algorithms are given. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section IV.
AST scheme in two-hop relay networks

Communication flow in two-hop relay networks
Each new SS finishes the network entry and initialization through a series of synchronization, ranging, parameters adjusting, authorization and registration etc. This can be called the initial path selection for SS. The BS in wireless relay network is called MR-BS. MR-BS maintains and updates the topology of the whole cell, and each RS maintains and updates the superior station and the subordinate stations. When a SS requests for a data service flow, it sends DSA-REQ management message to MR-BS. Before the service flow is admitted and the DSA-RSP is sent to the requesting SS, the MR-BS should send a DSA/DSC-REQ message with its basic connection identifier (CID) to the Access RS which is selected by the network entry. If the Access RS's available resource can not support the requested service flow (SF), it may update the SF parameter with the one it can support. If the adjusted QoS value is below a certain threshold, then it will start the path reselection algorithm to update the routing table. If the Access RS has the sufficient resources to meet the requested QoS parameter set, the Access RS should send DSA/DAC-RSP message with its own basic CID directly to MR-BS. If the DSA/DSC-RSP message sent by the Access RS is received by the MR-BS within a predefined interval, a new uplink service flow is created by the MR-BS and mapped to a transport connection identified by a 16-bit CID. The MR-BS informs the requesting MS by sending a DSA/DSC-RSP message. Meanwhile the MR-BS shall also send a DSA/DSC-ACK with the admitted service flow parameter to the Access RS on the path. The MS concludes the transaction with an acknowledgement message (DSA-ACK) as show in Figure 2 . 
Implementation of AST scheme in two-hop relay networks
AST scheme in this paper concerns two SSs within the same RS communicating with each other. That is to say, the data packets sending from the source SS need not send to the superior station of the Access RS. It can be directly forwarded to the destination SS by the Access RS. A critical function of the Access RS is to change the basic CID of the destination SS for the basic CID of the source SS in the header of the MAC PDU after receiving the PDU of the source SS. The data transmission hops from a source to a destination is reduced under this situation from 4 hops to 2 hops. Therefore, the critical step to implement the AST scheme is the Access RS should have the ability of identifying the destination SS. In current relay network, the information of the destination SS is encapsulated in the payload of the MAC PDU when the source SS sends traffic message using transport CID, and the destination SS is identified by the BS. So whether or not the AST scheme is admitted depends on the decision of the BS. In this paper, a set of additional signaling about AST scheme is introduced. Suppose that the source SS will send a detection data packet after requesting for a service flow, and the detection data packet contains the information of the destination SS. When the BS receives the detection data packet, it will acquire the information of the destination SS and check to see whether it is recorded in its database. If the two SSs are attached to the same Access RS, the BS will send an AST permission (AST PMS) signaling to the Access RS, which turns on the AST switch and sends out an AST ACK after receiving the AST PMS. After that the Access RS begins to transmit the source SS's data packet. Otherwise, the traditional transmission scheme is going on. We can see that the AST scheme is an optional scheme for improving system's spectrum efficiency or throughput in two-hop relay networks. When the source SS finishes the traffic, the Access RS will send an AST FINISH REPORT to MR-BS, MR-BS responds to that by sending AST CLOSE to the Access RS and asks an account by this signaling. The Access RS sends AST CLOSE ACK after closing the AST scheme. The flow of AST scheme is as Figure 3 . The basic requirement for AST scheme is that the two SSs should be within the same Access RS. It is intuitive that the number of the users satisfied the condition is more, the increment of the system throughput is greater. Therefore, for hot spots like school, hospital, viewpoint, companies etc, the AST scheme will have a good prospect for the NGWNs. The introducing of the AST scheme in two-hop relay networks will influence the path selection for SSs. System model is shown as Figure 4 . There are three kinds of transmission paths in two-hop relay networks with AST. P s-h shows the downlink single hop transmission path of MR-BS->SS1; P m-h shows the downlink multi-hop transmission path of MR-BS->RS1->SS2; P a-s shows AST of two SSs within the same RS, the path is SS3->RS5->SS4. Suppose the overhead of additional signaling for AST is negligible, the AST scheme will thereby certainly promote the system throughput. For networks with OFDMA at physical layer, subcarriers have different permutation modes, in which slot is a twodimensional time and frequency entity which is composed of symbols and subcarriers. The slot is the smallest unit for resource allocation. Reference [5] and [6] proposed a minimum slot number path selection algorithm (MSPSA) in two-hop relay networks. In this paper, we propose a novel path selection algorithm which is called Minimum Slot number with AST scheme (MSAST). The MSAST can be implemented as follows: a) If an SS enters the system, it sets up routing table by using MSPSA. b) Determine the SS type. If the SS is in AST mode, then change the data packet transmission path by MSATA without changing the routing table. Otherwise continue keeping the former transmission path.
Simulation and results
Simulation environment
The simulation in this paper is finished in the platform built by C language. System includes 19 cellular cells, the BS is in the center of the cell and 6 RSs are located at the 3/8 times of the site-to-site distance from the center to the vertex. Users with two types of traffic are considered: 100 voice users for real time traffic and 100 data users for non-real time traffic. Users are randomly and uniformly distributed in the test cell. The arrival of user subjects to Poisson distribution and the service time of user subjects to negative exponential distribution. OFDMA/TDD frame structure is used in system. MR-BS centralized scheduling algorithm is used in this paper, and the priority of real time user is higher than the non-real time user. Other traffic parameters of user are in [6] and other system parameters are detailed in [8] .
Simulation results
In order to compare and analyze the influence of AST scheme with others, we simulate four path selection algorithms: 1-maximum SINR, 2-MSPSA, 3-maximum SINR+AST, and 4-MSAST. The latter two are path selection algorithms with AST mode and the probability p of AST mode means the ratio of AST mode user to all of the relay users. The simulation time is 100s. The left column of Figure 5 shows the Comparison of total throughput of real time user and average data rate for non-real user. Because of the priority of real time traffic in scheduling, the QoS of real time user can be guaranteed in four algorithms from the subplot 1. For non-real time user, the average data rate is decreased along with the increasing of system load from subplot 3. It can be seen that the worst performance is algorithm 1, then algorithm 2, algorithm 3 and algorithm 4 have better performance than the former two, but algorithm 4 is better than algorithm 3. Figure 6 shows the comparison of average packet delay and average lost packet rate for real time user and non-real time user in four algorithms. The same conclusion can be drawn. Take arrival rate =1 for example, compared with the former two algorithms, average delay of real time user is reduced by 50% and 43% respectively in algorithm 3 and algorithm 4 with AST mode, and both 40% for non-real time user; The average lost packet rate of real time user is reduced by 79.5% and 69%, for non-real time user is reduced by 53.2% and 51.6%. The probability p of AST mode is 0.2 for algorithm 3 and 4 in the comparison of the four algorithms. In addition, we also evaluate the influence which the probability of AST mode p has brought to the system. The right column of Figure 5 is the performance comparison curves in algorithm 3 and algorithm 4 with the arrival rate fixed to 1. The probability of AST mode changes from 0 to 0.8, for real time traffic, the fluctuation of total throughput is 4.8kbps and 4.2kbps respectively, so the difference is not distinct since the scheduling priority of the real time traffic. But for non-real time traffic, it is evident that the performance of algorithm 4 is better than algorithm 3, and the average performance is increased by 14.85%. The comparisons of average packet delay and average lost packet rate are shown in Figure 7 , the same conclusion can be drawn, and the difference becomes smaller with the probability of AST mode p growing larger which means the number of the user using AST mode is increasing. The two curves are in coincidence when p is about 0.6, the system is in the best work situation at this moment. 
Conclusions
An AST scheme is proposed for two-hop relay network, and a set of additional signaling for implementing AST scheme are recommended. The reduction of hops in the communication path makes the load in BS's air interface to be relieved and the introducing of this new transmission scheme has a significant impact on path selection. So a path selection algorithm with AST scheme has been proposed in this paper.
Based on this, a simulation and numerical analysis are given. The results show that it will get a great gain of system capacity with AST scheme especially when the system load is high. But the implementation of AST scheme depends on the design of detailed additional signaling which is need to be further investigated in future. 
